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VARONIS COMPARATIVE BRIEF:  
CODE42 SHAREPLAN 

OVERVIEW 
Code42 Shareplan is a file sharing and sync product for enterprise environments. It offers on premise and cloud 

deployments and both require that the file shares be migrated to Code42’s Shareplan designated storage. Once 

deployed, users can configure “Share Plans” to determine which data will be synchronized and users then add 

members to the plan and files to be shared. The files are then synced between the members of the Share Plan.  

User authentication is provided through AD or LDAP. Code42 also offers the ability to send internal and external  

links, supports Android/iOS apps for mobile access, and remote wipe for mobile devices. Like DatAnywhere, Code42 

Shareplan also integrates with Windows Explorer so that users can access their Shareplan files from their desktop. 

Although Code42 Shareplan and DatAnywhere have some similarities, one key distinction is that Shareplan is not  

able to enable data-in-place for sharing and syncing. Unlike DatAnywhere, Shareplan requires data to be migrated to 

Shareplan designated storage before it can be enabled for sharing and syncing between users. Therefore Shareplan is 

unable to utilized existing file share permissions, and multiple versions of files may exist outside of Shareplan storage. 

DatAnywhere allows organizations to sync data in-place and therefore can leverage the existing permissions and 

maintain a definitive versions of documents. 

BULLET POINTS 

 Does not allow for sharing and syncing of data in-place, must be migrated to Shareplan designated storage. 

 Does not leverage existing permissions. 

 Multiple versions of documents may exist due to storage migration requirement. 
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DatAnywhere Code42 Shareplan
Use your existing file sharing infrastructure 10 0

Keep data on your existing file servers 10 0

Keep your existing permissions 10 0

No data migration required 10 0

Authenticate with AD or LDAP 10 10

Audit trail of access activity 10 10

Select ANY folder on your computer to sync 10 10

Select which folders to sync across computers 10 10

Sync shared folders between people 10 10

Sync different data with different devices 10 10

Sync different data with different people 10 10

Real-time upload of changes 10 10

Definitive copy always stored on corporate file servers 10 0

Access all files from web browser 10 10

Client for multiple devices 10 10

Send files of any size 10 10

Share folders externally 10 10

Configurable extranet capabilities 10 10
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